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Abstract 
A conjecture of Huneke and Lyubeznik regarding the vanishing of certain local cohomology 
modules is proved in a special case. A topological counterpart of the vanishing result is also 
proved. 
1991 Math. Sub. Class.: 13 
All rings are assumed to be commutative, noetherian and with identity. 
In [4, Theorem 3.81 Huneke and Lyubeznik prove, roughly speaking, that if k is a 
separably closed field, R = k[[Xl, . . . ,&]], and Z is a nonzero and nonmaximal prime 
ideal of height c then cd(R, I) < d - 1 - [(d - 2)/c], where cd(R,Z) denotes the 
local cohomological dimension of R with respect to I, that is, the least integer n such 
that H{(R) = 0 for all j > n. They also conjectured (cf. [3, Conjecture 2.41) that 
the same result should hold if R is a regular local ring with separably closed residue 
field and Z is an ideal such that the nilradical of Z is the intersection of t primes 
of maximal height c. The main goal of this paper is to prove the conjecture if Z is 
the intersection of ‘not too many’ minimal primes Pi, such that R/Pi is a normal do- 
main for all i (cf. Theorem 2). We also prove a topological corollary of our main 
result, which, roughly speaking, gives the vanishing of singular homology groups of 
projective algebraic sets depending upon the number of irreducible components and the 
codimension. 
We begin with some notations and definitions. For a local ring (R,mR), we recall 
that embdim (R) = dimR,mE(mR/m~). We set 2 to be the completion of R with respect 
to the mR-adic topology, and RSh the strict henselization. The bigheight of an ideal I, 
bight I, is the maximum height of the minimal primes of I. 
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Definition 1 (Huneke and Lyubeznik [4, Definition 2.11). Let R be a local ring. We 
set 
mdim(R) = min {dim(R/Q)lQ is a minimal prime of R}. 
If I is an ideal of R, then we let c(Z) = embdim (R) - mdim(R/Z). 
If R is a regular local ring then c(Z) = bight I. We now state the main result of this 
paper: 
Theorem 2. Let R be an excellent d-dimensional local ring containing a field and 
let Z = P1 n . . . n Pt, where Pi E Spec R for all i. Assume that the rings R/Pi are 
normal. Let c(ZR) = c and assume that 0 < c < (d - 1)/t. Then H:(R) = 0 for all 
q 2 d - [(d - 2)/c]. In particular, cd(R,Z) < d - 1 - [(d - 2)/c]. 
In the proof of Theorem 2, we use induction on t. For such purpose, we apply a 
theorem of Huneke and Lyubeznik [4], which they call ‘an induction theorem’: 
Theorem 3 (Huneke and Lyubeznik [4, Theorem 2.51). Let R be a noetherian local 
ring containing afield and let Z be an ideal of R. Let B = ((R)Sh)^ and set c = c(ZB). 
Let M be a finitely generated R-module and let n > c be an integer. Assume that 
for all integers s, with 1 5 s 5 c - 1, and for all q 2 n - s, the following hold: 
(i) H&(Mp) = 0 for all P E Spec R such that Z 2 P and dim RIP > s + 1; 
(ii) H&(M ‘8.R BL) = 0 for all L E Spec B such that ZB C L, dim B/L = s + 1 and 
L + Q is primary to the maximal ideal of B for some minimal prime ideal Q of ZB. 
Then H;(M) = 0 for all q > n. 
We also make use of properties of c, which are summarized in the 
Lemma 4 (Huneke and Lyubeznik [4, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.31). Let R be a universally 
catenary local ring containing a jield, Z an ideal of R and P a prime ideal. Then 
(1) mdim (R) = mdim (2) and c(Z) = c(ZR); 
(2) IfB = ((R)sh)* then c(Z) = c(ZB); 
(3) dim (R/P) + dim RP > mdim R; 
(4) c(Z) 2 c(Zp) if P 2 I. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The ring RSh is excellent since R is (cf. [2] or [S]), therefore the 
rings B/PiB are normal. The theorem holds if t = 1 by [4, Theorem 3.81. By induction, 
we may assume that the result holds for any ideal J = QI n. . . nQr (1 5 Y < t) where 
the rings R/Qi are normal and 0 < c(JR) 5 (d - 1)/r. Let B = ((R>sh)” and let mB be 
its maximal ideal. Let s be an integer such that 1 5 s 5 c - 1, and n = d - [(d-2)/c]. 
To apply the ‘induction theorem’, we first need to check that n > c. The computation 
is carried out in the proof of [4, Theorem 3.81. We will now check that condition (ii) of 
Theorem 3 holds. If L E Spec B, dim B/L = s + 1 and ZB C L, dm = mB for some 
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L’ E Min(IB), then we need to show that H&(BL) = 0 for all q _> d - [(d - 2)/c] -s. 
Since B is R-flat, we have that 
v’?B = (P, n . . .nP,)B=PIBn...nP,B. 
The ideals P,B are prime because R/Pi is normal for all i, hence they are the minimal 
primes of IB. As IB C L, we have that PiB & L for some i. If PiB s L for all i, then 
ht L = d, which contradicts the assumption that ht L = d - s - 1 < d - 2. Therefore 
we may assume that there exists an integer j, 2 < j < t, such that PlB + . . . + PjB C L 
and PlB $L for all I 2 j + 1. We then have to show that H$,Bn...np,B,B,(B~) = 
H$,B,n.__np,8,,(B~) = 0 for all q > d-[(d-2)/c]-s. To apply the inductive assumption 
we need to prove that 
_ BL is an excellent local ring containing a field; 
- the rings ((~)“h)m/Pi((~)Sh); are normal; 
- 0 < c(PIBLn...nPjBL)I:(dimBL- I)/j=(d-s-2)/j. 
Since B is a complete local ring, it is excellent, hence its localization BL is also ex- 
cellent (see [7, p.2601). Moreover, it is clear that BL contains a field, as R does. Since 
BL/PiBL is normal and BL is excellent, s/Pi& is also normal. Since BL contains a 
field, the map z/Pig -+ ((~)sh)*/Pi((~)“h)^ is regular, SO ((~)Sh)A/Pi((~)Sh)^, 
is normal for all i (here we have again used the fact that the rings R/Pi are normal). 
If c(PIBL n . . n PjBL) = 0, then, as pointed out in [4, Remark 2.81, BL is regu- 
lar and P~BL n . . . n PjBL = 0, so we may assume that C(PIBL fl . . . n PjBL) > 0. 
We now prove that C(PIBL n ... n PjBL) 5 (dimBL - 1)/j = (d - s - 2)/j. By 
Lemma 4, 
c(P1 BL n . . . nPjBL)=c(Pl fl...nPj)BL 5 c(P1 ft...nPj)B=c(P, n...nPj) 
= embdim (R) - min {R/Pi, 1 5 i 5 j} 
= embdim (R) - min {d - ht Pi, 1 < i < j} 
= embdim (R) - d + max { ht Pi, 1 < i < j} 
< embdim (R) - d + max {htPi, 1 < i 5 t} = c. 
Since(d-s-2)/jL(d-c+1-2)/j=(d-c-l)/jforalls,itsufficestoshow 
that (d - c - 1)/j 2 c. Now 
(d-c-l)/j>cwd-c-lLjcw(d-l)/(j+l)>c, 
and the last statement holds, as j+l < t and by assumption c 5 (d- 1)/t. By induction, 
~Pp,BLn...“~,B,)(BL) = 0 for all qld-s- l-[(d-s-3)/c(P1BLn...nPjBL)]. 
Since c(P,Br, n . . . n PjBL) 5 c, it suffices to show that 
d-s- 1 -[(d-s-3)/c] <d-s-[(d-2)/c]. 
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This is equivalent to showing that [(d-2)/c] - 1 I [(d --s - 3)/c]. Since --s 2 -c+ 1, 
we have that 
[(d - s - 3)/c] > [((d - 2)/c) - l] = [(d - 2)/c] - 1, 
which proves the assertion. 
The proof that condition (i) of Theorem 3 holds for n as above is the same as the 
one given in the proof of [4, Theorem 3.81. 0 
Remark. If R and I are as in Theorem 2, and M is a finitely generated faithful R- 
module, then H:(M) = 0 for all q > d - [(d - 1)/c]. The proof is the same as that of 
Theorem 2: one only needs to observe that, for L as in (ii) of the ‘induction theorem’, 
d = dim M 8s BL by [ 1, Proposition 19, p. 1071. 
The proof of the following corollary is similar to that of Theorem 6.2 in [4]. 
Corollary 5. Let Y c [rpe@ be a closed algebraic set such that Y = Y, U. . . U Y,, where 
the Yi’s are irreducible of codimension 5 b and n 5 [e/(e - b)]. Assume that each Yt 
is projectively normal. Then Ht(ll”E, Y, C) = 0 if i 5 [(e - 1)/b]. 
Proof. Let R be the homogeneous coordinate ring of I?:, localized at the homoge- 
neous maximal ideal (x0,. . . , xe), and let I(Y) c R be the defining ideal of Y. Then 
I(Y) = I( Yi) f’ . . . n I( Y,), where I( &) CR is the defining ideal of &. Since each & 
is projectively normal, R/(Z( Yj)) is a normal ring for all j. By [4, Proposition 6.11, 
&(&, Y, C) = 0 if i 2 dim pg - cd(R,I ). Applying Theorem 2 we get 
dim p; - cd(R,Z) >_ e + 1 - e - 1 + [e/(e - b)], 
which completes the proof. 0 
In [4] Huneke and Lyubeznik prove that, if t = 1, the bound given in Theorem 2 is 
not the best possible in general. More precisely, they prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 6 (Huneke and Lyubeznik [4, Theorem 3.91). Let R be an excellent local 
ring containing a field. Let I be a formally geometrically irreducible ideal of R such 
that 0 < c = c(IR), and assume that (R/Z)p is normal for all prime ideals P > I 
with dim RJP 2 3. Let A4 be a finitely generated R module of dimension d. Then 
H/(M)=Oforallq2d+l-[d/(n+l)]-[(d-l)/(c+l)]. 
The following example shows that even under the assumptions of Theorem 2 the 
bound given in Theorem 6 does not hold if t 2 2. 
Example. Let k be a field and let R = k[[Xl, . . . ,X7]]. Set 
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Clearly the rings R/Ij are normal domains. Moreover, ht I = bight I = 2 = (7- 1)/3, 
so all the assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied. It follows that H:(R) = 0 for all q > 
7- [(7-2)/3] = 5 (if k is an infinite field then the main theorem of [6] may be used to 
see that ara.&) 5 WWl+1 = 4, where A = k[xl,x2,X,,X,,x5,x61(~,, x,, x x,, x5, x,), 
so cd(R,I) = cd(A,Z) 2 araA(Z) = 4). The bound given in Theorem 6 would imply 
that H:(R) = 0 if q 2 8 - [7/3] - [6/3] = 4, so the point of this example is to show 
that H:(R) # 0. There are at least two different ways of seeing this. We can make use 
of [S], as I is generated by monomials in the R-sequence X1,X2.,X3,X4,X5,&. We get 
that cd(R, 1) = pd,(R/I) = 4, where the last computation has been performed y means 
of the computer algebra program MACAULAY. Alternatively, the Mayer-Vietoris long 
exact sequence may be used to get a surjective map: 
as H;.,*(R) = Hi(R) = 0 by Theorem 2. Set Ji = (Xi,&,X&4), J2 = (x+&,x&). 
Then Ii nZ2 +Zs = Jl rl J2. The Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequence gives the smjective 
map 
Since Jl + J2 = (x~,&,&,~4,~5,&j), the ideal JI + J2 has height 6, so Hi++J2(R) # 0. 
It follows that Hznr2+I,(R) # 0, so H,?(R) # 0. 
One may try to examine the same example in the case R = k[[Xl, . . . ,x6]]. However, 
in this case the ideals Ii, 12 and Zs add up to the maximal ideal of R, so cd( R, I) = 4 
by [4, Corollary 5.31. 
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